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ABSTRACT 
Let n  be a four-digit number not having all digits the same. We apply Kaprekar's process to n  and prove it terminates 
with the integer 6174 within the first seven iterations. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 
For a four-digit number n  not having all digits the same, let 0123 aaaa  be  the number obtained by writing the digits 

of n  in descending order, and 3210 aaaa  the number obtained by writing the digits in ascending order. 
 
Let 321001231 aaaaaaaaD −= . For 1D  let  0123 dddd  be the number obtained by writing the digits of 1D  in 

descending order, and  3210 dddd  the number obtained by writing the digits in ascending order. Let  

2 3 2 3 0 0 1 2 3D d d d d d d d d= − . 
 
When this process continue it called Kaprekar’s process. We use computational approach to show the process 
terminates with the integer 6174 within the first seven iterations.  
 
We explain the process through the following example. Let n=4629, then 96420123 =aaaa and  24693210 =aaaa  

7173246996421 =−=D  and 77310123 =dddd . 

6354137777312 =−=D . 

3087345665433 =−=D . 

8352037887304 =−=D . 

6174235885325 =−=D . 
 
Thus the process terminated with the integer 6174  in the fifth iteration. 
 
2. LEMMAS AND THEOREMS 
 
Lemma 1: Let n  be a four-digit number, if 0123 aaaa   is the number obtained by writing the digits of n  in 

descending order, and 321001231 aaaaaaaaD −= , then )(90)(999 12031 aaaaD −+−= . 
 
Proof: We have 01230123 101001000 aaaaaaaa +++= , and 32103210 101001000 aaaaaaaa +++= , 

thus )()(10)(100)(1000 30211203321001231 aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaD −+−+−+−=−=  

              3 0 2 1999( ) 90( )a a a a= − + − . 
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The importance of the above lemma lies in the fact that the number 1D  obtained in the first iteration doesn't depend on 

the numerical value of n but rather on the two differences )( 03 aa −  and )( 12 aa − . 
 
Lemma 2: Let  S  be the set of all four-digit numbers not having all digits the same. For mn ,  belong to S  let 

3 2 1 0a a a a and 3 2 1 0b b b b  be the two numbers obtained by writing the digits of n  and m in descending order 

respectively, define the relation (~)  on S by )()(~ 0303 bbaamn −=−⇔ and )()( 1212 bbaa −=− , then 

(~)  is an equivalence relation.  
 
The relation on the above lemma partitions the set S  into mutually disjoint Equivalence classes. We will denote these 
classes by ],[ BA , where  the class  ],[ BA  represents all integers  Sn∈ satisfying .)(,)( 1203 BaaAaa =−=−  
 
Hence if n  represented by the class ],[ BA , then ).(90)(9991 BAD +=  
 
Theorem 1: The equivalence relation  (~)   has exactly 54  equivalence Classes. 
 
Proof: Let n  any four-digit number not having all digits the same, let  0123 aaaa   be  the number obtained by writing  

the digits  of n  in descending order. Since 3210 aaaa ≤≤≤ , then 03120 aaaa −≤−≤ , that is in any class  

],[ BA  we have  .0 AB ≤≤  On the other  hand  since 30 aa <   we have   .91 03 ≤−≤ aa  Thus  for any class

],[ BA  we have  91 ≤≤ A and  .0 AB ≤≤  Therefore number of the equivalence classes N is given by 
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Here is a list of all equivalence classes 

]1,1[],0,1[  
]2,2[],1,2[],0,2[  

]3,3[],2,3[],1,3[],0,3[  
]4,4[],3,4[],2,4[],1,4[],0,4[  

]5,5[],4,5[],3,5[],2,5[],1,5[],0,5[  
]6,6[],5,6[],4,6[],3,6[],2,6[],1,6[],0,6[  

]7,7[],6,7[],5,7[],4,7[],3,7[],2,7[],1,7[],0,7[  
]8,8[],7,8[],6,8[],5,8[],4,8[],3,8[],2,8[],1,8[],0,8[  

]9,9[],8,9[],7,9[],6,9[],5,9[],4,9[],3,9[],2,9[],1,9[],0,9[ . 
 
Upon the investigation of these classes we found out it is classified into seven groups, every group consists of classes 
need same number of iterations to terminate with the integer 6174. 
 
Here a list of the seven groups. 

]2,6[1 =G  

]6,8[],4,8[],2,4[2 =G  

]8,9[],7,9[],3,9[],2,9[],1,8[],6,7[],4,7[],1,7[],3,6[],3,4[],1,3[],1,2[3 =G  

]9,9[],1,9[],0,9[],0,7[],6,6[],4,6[],4,4[],0,4[],0,2[],1,1[4 =G  

]7,8[],3,8[],5,7[],2,7[],5,6[],5,5[],4,5[],3,5[],2,3[],0,1[5 =G  

]8,8[],2,8[],0,8[],7,7[],3,7[],0,6[],0,5[],3,3[],0,3[],2,2[6 =G  

]6,9[],5,9[],4,9[],5,8[],1,6[],2,5[],1,5[],1,4[7 =G  
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Theorem 2: If n a four-digit number represented by a class from the groups 1 2 3, ,G G G , then  n  terminates with 
the number 6174 within the first three iterations. 
 
Proof: If n  represented by the class [6,2] in 1G then .6174)2(90)6(9991 =+=D Thus the number terminated in 
the first iteration. 
 
If n  represented by a class ],[ BA  in 2G then .8532,8352,4176)(90)(9991 orBAD =+=  Thus 1D  

represented by the class [6, 2] in 1G , therefore 6174)2(90)6(9992 =+=D , hence n  terminated in the second 
iteration. 
 
If  n  represented by a class  ],[ BA  in  3G  then  

.9711,9621,9261,9171,8082,7533,7353,7083,4266,3087,2088)(90)(9991 orBAD =+= it 

follows  that 1D  represented by one of the classes [8,6], [8,4] or [4,2] which all belong to .2G  Thus  1D  terminates in 
second iteration,  and n  terminates in 1+2=3 iterations. 
 
Theorem 3:  If n  represented by a class in  4 5 6 7, ,G G G or G  then n  terminates with the number 6174 within seven 
iterations. 
 
Proof: If n  represented by a class ],[ BA  in 4G then  

1 999( ) 90( ) 1089, 1998, 3996, 4356, 6354, 6534, 6993, 8991, 9081, 9801.D A B or= + =  1D  is 

represented by one of the following classes [9,7], [8,1], [6,3] or [3,1] and  every  these classes  belong to 3G , then  1D  
terminates in the third iteration, and  n  in the  fourth. 
 
If n  represented by a class ],[ BA  from 5G , then 

.8622,8262,7443,7173,6444,5445,6445,5445,5265,3177,0999)(90)(9991 orBAD =+=  
 
Then 1D  represented by one of the classes [9,0], [6,4], [4,0], [2,0] or [1,1] which all belong to 4G ,  then 1D  terminates 
in the fourth iterations, and  n  in the fifth one.   
 
If n  represented by a class ],[ BA  from 6G  then  

.8712,8172,7992,7623,7263,5994,4994,3267,2997,2178)(90)(9991 orBAD =+=  
 
Thus  1D  represented by one of the classes [7,5], [7,2], [5,3] or [5,4], and all of these classes belong  to 5G . Hence  

1D  terminates with 6174 in the fifth iteration and n  terminates in the sixth. 
 
Finally, if  n  represented by a class ],[ BA  in 7G  then  

.9531,9441,9351,8442,6084,5175,5085,4086)(90)(9991 orBAD =+= 1D  is represented by one 

of the classes  [8,2], [8,0] or [6,0]. Since these classes belong to 6G  then 1D  terminates with the integer 6174 in the 
sixth iteration, and  n  in the seventh. 
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